We review various methods for constructing bivariate copulas with given diagonal sections from seminal work to the most recent research on copulas with given diagonal and opposite diagonal sections. A survey on a generalization of copulas with given diagonal plane sections in higher dimensions and other sections that generalize the diagonal and opposite diagonal sections is of particular interest.
Introduction
In statistics, copulas are used in the construction of probability distribution functions with xed margins [28, 55, 71] , and, for this reason, they are extensively used in modeling uncertainty of di erent types, from probabilistic methods to imprecise probabilities and decision theory (see, e.g. [7, 51] ). One of the problems initially studied in copula theory was the construction of copulas given some partial information, for instance, copulas with given sections, and, in particular, with given diagonal sections. The diagonal section of a copula can be used to study the tail dependence of a continuous pair of random variables. Tail dependence has been shown to be useful to describe the dependence between risks in nancial and actuarial risk management (see, e.g. [38] ). Since then, an ever growing variety of problems has been studied related to that: Copulas with diagonal and opposite diagonal sections and their compatibility, extensions, multidimensional generalizations, etc.
The aim of this paper is to provide a survey of the main results related to the constructions of copulas with given diagonal (and opposite diagonal sections), as well as some of their generalizations in the bivariate case and in higher dimensions.
Preliminaries
Let n be a natural number such that n ≥ . A (n-dimensional) copula (brie y, n-copula) is the restriction to [ , ] n (= I n ) of a continuous n-dimensional distribution function whose univariate margins are uniform on I. Equivalently, an n-copula C is a function from I n to I satisfying the following conditions:
(C1) For every u = (u , . . . , un) in I n , C(u) = if at least one coordinate of u is , and C(u) = u k whenever all coordinates of u are except, maybe, u k ; and (C2) the n-increasing property: for every a = (a , The importance of copulas in statistics is described in the following result due to A. Sklar [87] : Let X , . . . , Xn be n random variables with joint distribution function H and one-dimensional marginal distributions F , . . . , Fn, respectively. Then there exists an n-copula C (which is uniquely determined on × n i= RangeF i ) such that H(x) = C(F (x ), . . . , Fn(xn)) for all x = (x , . . . , xn) ∈ [−∞, ∞] n . If F , . . . , Fn are continuous, then C is unique. For a complete and constructive proof of Sklar's theorem, see, e.g. [13, 93] ; and for a complete survey on copulas, see [28, 71] . Let Cn denote the set of all n-copulas, and let Πn denote the copula of independent random variableshere the subscript denotes dimension-, i.e., Πn(u) = n i= u i for every u in I n .
Any n-copula C induces on the class of Borel sets of Therefore, for all u ∈ I n , we have
are the absolutely continuous and singular component of an n-copula C, respectively. Thus, C is said to be absolutely continuous (respectively, singular) when Cs ≡ (respectively, Cac ≡ ).
The concept of a quasi-copula is a more general notion than that of a copula. It was introduced in [2] (for the bivariate case) and [78] (for the multivariate case) in order to show that certain operations on univariate distributions are derivable from operations on random variables de ned on the same probability space. An n-dimensional quasi-copula (brie y n-quasi-copula) is a function Q from I n to I satisfying condition (C1) for n-copulas and, in place of (C2), the weaker conditions: (Q1) Q is non-decreasing in each variable; and
n (see [50] for the case n = , and [12] for n > ). Let Qn denote the set of all n-quasi-copulas. Every n-quasi-copula Q satis es the following inequalities Wn(u) = max(
Mn is an n-copula for all n ≥ , and Wn is a proper n-quasi-copula, i.e. a n-quasicopula but not an n-copula (except if n = , which is a 2-copula). These bounds are known as the Fréchet-Hoe ding bounds. For illustrating the di erences between copulas and quasi-copulas-in the bivariate case or in higher dimensions-, we refer to [4, 19, 45, 70, 74, 77] , and for a complete survey on quasi-copulas, see [84] .
We will use some additional notation. Given two real numbers a and b, we denote a ∨ b = max(a, b) and a ∧ b = min(a, b).
Construction of copulas with given diagonal sections
In this section we rst recall the concept of diagonal section of an n-copula, then, we recall the most salient constructions of copulas with given diagonal sections and some generalizations, both in the bivariate case and in higher dimensions.
. The diagonal section of an n-copula
The diagonal section of an n-copula C is the function δ C : I −→ I de ned by δ C (t) = C(t, . . . , t). The diagonal section δ C of an n-copula C satis es the following conditions:
The diagonal section of an n-copula has several probabilistic interpretations. For instance, if U , . . . , Un are n continuous random variables de ned on the same probability space with associated n-copula C, then δ C is the restriction to I of the distribution function of max(U , . . . , Un). Furthermore, for n = , δ C can be used to study the tail dependence of a continuous pair of random variables (X, Y) with respective marginal distribution functions F and G [55, 71] : The upper and lower tail dependence parameters λ U and λ L , which are de ned as 
. Copulas are used to build models for dependence between risks in nancial and actuarial risk management, and tail dependence has been shown to be useful to describe this dependence (see, e.g. [23, 38, 62] ). For the case of higher dimensions, which is more complicated, we refer to [22, 46, 61] .
. First constructions of copulas with given diagonal sections
Any function δ : I −→ I that satis es (D1)-(D3) is called an n-dimensional diagonal function (or n-diagonal; or simply diagonal, if there is no confusion). The set of all (n-dimensional) diagonals is denoted by Dn. It is clear that the diagonal section of an n-copula is a diagonal. Conversely, for any n-diagonal δ, does there exist at least one n-copula with diagonal section δ? The answer is "yes", and was rst given in [48] for the bivariate case, and in [12] for the general case (see also [53, 54, 68] ). So we have Theorem 1 ([53] ). If δ ∈ Dn, then there exists an n-copula C such that δ = δ C .
Proof. Let δ ∈ Dn, and consider the function C n,δ : I n −→ I de ned by
where f : I −→ I is the function given by
Using conditions (D1)-(D3) we have f ( ) = , f ( ) = and f is continuous and non-decreasing, and hence it is a distribution function. Thus, each summand
is a distribution function as well, whence C n,δ is non-decreasing. Moreover, f ( ) = δ( ) = implies C n,δ (u , . . . , u i− , , u i+ , . . . , un) = , and since f ( ) = δ( ) = , we have
Finally, since δ(t) ≤ t ≤ f (t) for every t ∈ I, we have
Therefore, C n,δ is an n-copula with diagonal section δ. Figure 1 , the supports of the copulas C ,δ and C ,δ and the bivariate margins (which are the same) of C ,δ are given. Let C n,δ denote the set of all n-copulas C whose diagonal section δ C is δ. The de nition of diagonal section of an n-quasi-copula is the same to that for an n-copula, and Q n,δ will denote the set of all n-quasi-copulas Q whose diagonal section δ Q is δ. We note C n,δ ⊆ Q n,δ . If δ ∈ Dn, then C n,δ is a singleton set if, and only if, δ(t) = t for all t in I (see [26] for details).
If n = in (1), we have the rst example of a 2-copula in C ,δ , and which is given by
(see [48, 72] ). Copulas given by (2) are called diagonal copulas, and they are (symmetric and) singular. We note that C FN δ is a hairpin 2-copula if, and only if, δ is a strict diagonal, i.e. δ(t) < t for all t in ] , [ (see [30, 72, 82, 86] 
for details).
A second example (again, in the bivariate case) was given in [49] with the Bertino copulas (based on the seminal paper [8] ). This family of 2-copulas, given by
are (symmetric and) singular as well. We note that the Bertino 2-copula is a result of a Lipschitz interpolation [7] (see also [5, 59] ). For the diagonal δ(t) = t , the copulas C It is possible to construct a multivariate version of Bertino copulas. Let δ ∈ Dn, and let C Ber n,δ be the function-in fact, the n-quasi-copula-de ned by
is an n-copula (see [3] for details).
Open Problem 1 ([67]). Characterize all the diagonals δ
Another class of 2-copulas C with given diagonal section can be derived by means of the functional equation
It is studied in [31] , and is based on the seminal work [63] . These 2-copulas, denoted by M δ , are given by
provided that the diagonal δ ∈ D satis es δ(a) = for some a ∈ [ , / ] and the function δ(t) − t is nondecreasing on [a, ]. Note that every 2-copula M δ is a Bertino copula.
. Copula diagonal splice
All the families of 2-copulas seen until now are symmetric, and this is something that limits their use in many applications. A method for constructing (symmetric and) non-symmetric 2-copulas-called diagonal patchwork copula in [35] and copula diagonal splice in [76] (see also [32] )-consists of creating new functions by joining portions of two 2-(quasi-)copulas with a common diagonal section. Let δ ∈ D , and let Q and Q be two 2-quasi-copulas in Q ,δ . The diagonal splice (or diagonal patchwork) of Q and Q is the function Q Q de ned by
For δ ∈ D , the diagonal splice of two 2-quasi-copulas is a 2-quasi-copula in Q ,δ (see [76] ). If C and C are 2-copulas with a common diagonal section δ, then the diagonal splice C C can be a proper quasi-copula or a copula. The following result summarizes necessary and su cient conditions for the diagonal splice of two copulas to be a copula (see [35, 76] for more details).
Proposition 2. Let δ ∈ D , and let C and C be two 2-copulas in
(iii) If C and C are symmetric, then the diagonal splice C C is a copula in C ,δ . Figure 3 shows that we can construct a copula from the diagonal splice of two proper quasi-copulas (see [76] for details). In this subsection we recall a non-symmetric family of 2-copulas that generalizes the symmetric family C FN δ for δ ∈ D given by (2) . Let I(δ) = {t ∈] , [: ∃ δ (t)}, and let D be the subset of the diagonals δ ∈ D for which δ(t) < t for all t ∈] , [ and such that there exists ε δ > for which it holds sup{δ (t) : t ∈ I(δ)} = + ε δ < . Then, for every diagonal δ ∈ D and for all α ∈ − ε δ , + ε δ , the function K δ,α de ned on I by
is a copula with diagonal section δ (see [35] ).
. Construction of absolutely continuous copulas
The construction methods that we have reviewed above provide copulas with given diagonal sections having, in general, a singular component. However, if we have an absolutely continuous copula with given diagonal section δ, it is possible to construct (in nitely many) absolutely continuous copulas with diagonal section δ. In fact, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.
A diagonal δ ∈ Dn is the diagonal section of an absolutely continuous n-copula if, and only if, the set {t ∈ I : δ(t) = t} has Lebesgue measure .
The bidimensional case of Proposition 3 is proved in [27] , and the general case in [53] . Moreover, for the bidimensional case, we have the following result.
Proposition 4 ([29]). Let δ ∈ D . The following statements are equivalent: (a) δ is the diagonal of an absolutely continuous copula with full support; (b) δ(t) < t for every t ∈] , [ and there is no interval J
Di erent methods for the construction of absolutely continuous copulas with given diagonal sections can be found in [16, 27, 33, 39] . For instance, in [27] , if δ ∈ D , the function C δ de ned on I by
where K δ,α is the 2-copula given in (5), is an absolutely continuous 2-copula with diagonal section equal to δ. For constructions of absolutely continuous n-copulas with given diagonal sections, see [53] .
.
Copula-entropy
If C is an absolutely continuous n-copula with density c, we recall that the Shannon-entropy-or copulaentropy-(see the seminal work [85] ) is the value given by − I n c(x) ln c(x) dx (the entropy is −∞ if the copula is not absolutely continuous). In [9] , it is shown that there exists an n-copula with diagonal section δ and nite entropy if, and only if, δ satis es the following condition:
In this case, there exists a unique n-copula with the property that its entropy is equal to the maximum of the entropies of the copulas of the set C n,δ . Furthermore, the density of this copula is described. For example, in the bivariate case, for δ(t) = δ Π (t) = t , the copula that maximizes the entropy is Π , and for δ(t) = δ W (t) = ∨ ( t − ), such copula has zero density in L = , ∪ , and density in I \L.
. Best-possible bounds on sets of 2-copulas with given diagonal section
Any set of n-copulas sharing a particular statistical property (e.g. n-copulas with the same diagonal section) is guaranteed to have point-wise best-possible bounds within the set Qn (see [75] for the bivariate case and [80] for the multivariate case). This is due to the fact that (Qn , ≤) is a complete lattice, i.e. for every subset S ⊆ Qn, ∨S and ∧S are in Qn. We note that Qn is order-isomorphic to the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of the set Cn only if n = (see [44, 73] ). Here we tackle the problem of nding the best-possible bounds on sets of 2-copulas with a given diagonal section.
For any δ ∈ D , consider the function
where
, which belongs to Q ,δ and satis es Q ≤ A δ for any Q ∈ Q ,δ (see [75] ). The following result summarizes di erent ways to construct copulas and quasi-copulas with given diagonal sections, and some of their known properties (see [41, 48, 72, 75, 76, 91, 92] ), where C δ denotes the best-possible upper bound of the set C ,δ and the ordinal sum of copulas can be consulted in [71] . Additional studies of best-possible bounds on copulas with given diagonal sections-based on the constructions previously seen or other di erent-can be found in [49, 59, 60] , where their existence and "narrowness" with respect to the Fréchet-Hoe ding bounds are studied.
. Archimedean copulas
Archimedean copulas are an important class of multivariate dependence models which are used in many applications, such as nance, insurance, or reliability (see, e.g. 
is an n-copula-called Archimedean copula, and where φ is the (additive) generator of Cφ (φ is a strict generator if it is strictly decreasing on [ , +∞])-if, and only if, φ [− ] is n-monotone on [ , +∞] (see [65] for more details). A characterization of Archimedean n-copulas in terms of diagonal generators is provided in [95] . The representation of the diagonal section of an Archimedean 2-copula with a strict generator is unique [89, 94] . Furthermore, if C is an Archimedean n-copula whose diagonal section δ C satis es δ C ( − ) = n, then C is uniquely determined by its diagonal-this is known as Frank's condition: see [47] for the bivariate case, and [40, 83] for the multivariate case. The following example shows that if Frank's condition is not satis ed then we can construct di erent Archimedean 2-copulas with the same diagonal section. 
Example 2 ([1]). Let φ and δ the real functions de ned by φ(x) = (ln x) and δ(x)
=
is a continuous and strictly increasing function satisfying t β ( x) = t β (x).
De ne φ β = t β • φ. When β ∈ , + π , the functions φ β are convex and φ β ( ) = , so for each β ∈ , + π we have a copula C β generated by φ β whose diagonal section we represent by δ β . Since t β ( x) = t β (x), after some elementary calculations we have δ β = δ. Thus, we obtain δ β = δ β , whereas C β = C β when β ≠ β ∈ , + π .
Furthermore, if φ is the generator of an Archimedean 2-copula, while δ C ( − ) < implies φ ( − ) = , the converse is not true: For example, this is the case of the generator φ de ned by φ(t) = − −t ln x dx if t ∈] , ], and φ( ) = +∞ (see [46] for details). [1] (for the de nition of ordinal sum in higher dimensions, see [69] ), the open problem should be reduced to the case of Archimedean copulas.
Open Problem 3 ([1]). One of the most salient properties of an Archimedean 2-copula C is that it is associative, that is, C(C(u, v), w) = C(u, C(v, w)) for all u, v, w in I. The above discussion leads to the following question: Characterize those diagonals that can be extended to associative copulas. May this problem be generalized to higher dimensions? For a study of the associativity of n-copulas (in the sense of Post), see [88]. Based on the fact that a 2-copula is associative if, and only if, it is an ordinal sum of a collection of copulas {C i } such that, for each i, C i is Archimedean
Finally, we note that in [24] , self-nested diagonals, which are extensions of k-fold composition of diagonal sections of an n-copula when k belongs to the whole real line, are used to construct Archimedean n-copulas.
. Special types of diagonals
As it was pointed out above, for δ ∈ D , the functions C (2) and (3), respectively, are always copulas. In contrast to these two universal constructions, under other additional assumptions on δ, it is possible to construct new copulas in C ,δ . This is the case of diagonal functions δ that simultaneously satisfy
t is non-decreasing and
where the convention := is adopted, is a copula whose diagonal section is δ. These copulas were introduced and studied in [37] , and are known as lower semilinear copulas. In other words, a copula is lower semilinear if its sections are linear on the segments joining any point of the diagonal of the unit square to the lower side and to the left side of the unit square, respectively. Another type of diagonals which leads to copulas with similar properties to the lower semilinear copulas have been studied in [18, 56] . The above properties for δ allow a particular construction of 2-copulas. However, there is a property for δ ∈ D which allows di erent constructions of copulas that have δ as diagonal: It is the convexity of δ. When δ is a convex diagonal, the functions C i δ , for i ∈ { , , }, are 2-copulas (in the rst construction it is necessary that δ be a homeomorphism):
The copulas C δ are called quasi-homogeneous copulas. A quasi-homogeneous copula C is characterized by the existence of a continuous, strictly monotonic function φ : I −→ R and a function f : , v) )) for all u, v, λ ∈ I (see [64] ).
The second construction, C δ , provides a type of copulas known as biconic copulas, and they are those that satisfy that their sections are linear on the segments joining any point of the diagonal of the unit square to the points ( , ) and ( , ). For a complete study, we refer to [25, 42, 57] .
Finally, we note that the family C δ was introduced in [26] . For the diagonal δ(t) = t , the quasi-homogeneous, biconic and C δ copulas (with their corresponding contours) are provided in Figure 4. .
Construction of copulas with given sub-diagonal sections
The concept of diagonal section was generalized to sub-diagonal section in [79] . Given a 2-copula C and u ∈ ] , [, the sub-diagonal section δ u ,C of C at u is the function δ u ,C : [ , − u ] −→ [ , − u ] de ned by δ u ,C (t) = (u + t, t). The sub-diagonal section δ u ,C of a 2-copula C at u satis es the following conditions: In the rst row, the quasi-homogeneous, biconic and C δ copulas with diagonal δ(t) = t , and in the second row their corresponding contours.
If a 2-copula C is the restriction to the unit square of the distribution function of two random variables X and
The sub-diagonal section of a 2-copula is a sub-diagonal, and conversely, we have the following result, where C δu denotes the set of all 2-copulas whose sub-diagonal section is δu .
Theorem 6 ([79]). For every u ∈] , [ and every sub-diagonal δu , there exists a 2-copula C ∈ C δu .
Furthermore, in [14] the authors show that for every sub-diagonal function there exists an absolutely continuous copula whose diagonal subsection is the given sub-diagonal.
.

Curvilinear sections
Another generalization of the concept of diagonal section, called curvilinear section, of a 2-copula is provided in [17] . Let ϕ : I −→ I be a homeomorphism such that ϕ( ) = , and let G ϕ be the graph of the function ϕ. Note that if ϕ(t) = t for all t ∈ I, then G ϕ is the diagonal of I . Let A denote the set of all homeomorphisms ϕ on I. The curvilinear section of a 2-copula C (G ϕ -section of C for short) is the function G C,ϕ : I −→ I de ned by G C,ϕ (t) = C(t, ϕ(t)). Note that if ϕ(t) = t for all t ∈ I, then G C,ϕ is the diagonal section δ C of C. If ϕ ∈ A, the G ϕ -section of a copula has the following properties:
Given G ϕ ∈ A, any function G : I −→ I that has these last properties is called a G ϕ -function. The set of all G ϕ -functions is denoted by S ϕ . The following proposition provides a characterization of the curvilinear section of a copula.
Proposition 7. Let ϕ ∈ A. A function G : I −→ I is a G ϕ -section of a copula if, and only if, G ∈ S ϕ .
The proof of Proposition 7 uses the fact that, for an increasing compact set S and a 2-copula C the function T S,C : I −→ I de ned by
is a copula (see [90] ), to prove that
is the smallest copula with G ϕ -section G. Note that if ϕ(t) = t for all t ∈ I, then C G is the Bertino copula.
A trivariate generalization of diagonal section: Diagonal plane sections
As we have seen, the diagonal section contains the information about the values that an n-copula assumes on a set of (Hausdor ) dimension . We now provide a possible generalization of this concept when the values of the copula are known on a set of dimension . Speci cally, we study 3-copulas with known information in a plane (we refer to [34] for further details). If (U, V , W) is a random vector (on a suitable probability space) with associated 3-copula C, then ∆ , C represents the distribution function of (max(U, V), W) (and similarly for the other diagonal plane sections). Any diagonal plane section is a -increasing function and contains the information about the diagonal section of C.
In the sequel, we concentrate on the ( , )-diagonal plane section of the copula C (the other cases can be obtained by a permutation of the arguments of C), and, for the sake of simplicity, we write ∆ C := ∆ , C . The following properties are satis ed:
We call a function ∆ : I −→ I that satis es properties (PD1)-(PD3) a diagonal plane function.
The following theorem summarizes the most salient results concerning the existence and uniqueness of a 3-copula with a given diagonal plane section. Let µ ∆ be the probability measure associated with a diagonal plane function ∆, and let δ(u) := ∆(u, ) for every u ∈ I. Then, there exists a family of measures {µ ∆,u } u∈I in the Borel sets of I such that
for every Borel map f : I −→ [ , +∞]. Now, let C δ be a -copula with diagonal section δ. Then the function C ∆ given by
is a (singular) 3-copula with diagonal plane function ∆. Moreover, if ∆ is absolutely continuous and the set J has Lebesgue measure then C ∆ is absolutely continuous. 
Open Problem 4 ([34]). If we consider
(i , . . . , i k ) a sub-vector of indices of { , , . . . , n}, i < i < · · · < i k , we can de ne the (i , . . . , i k )-diagonal hyper-plane section of C as the function ∆ i ,...,i k C : I n−k+ → I given by ∆ i ,...,i k C (x , . . . , x n−k+ ) = C(y σ ),
Construction of copulas with given opposite diagonal sections
The opposite diagonal section ω C of a 2-copula C is a function ω C : I −→ I de ned by ω C (t) = C(t, − t). An opposite diagonal function is a function ω : I −→ I that satis es:
Note that ω( ) = ω( ) = . We denote by O the set of all opposite diagonals. Observe that there is a bijection between D and the set of the opposite diagonals that is given by δ → ω δ with ω δ (t) := t − δ(t), so that many of the properties of diagonal functions can be translated to the opposite diagonal functions due to the fact that the copula C de ned by C (u, v) := u − C(u, − v) for every (u, v) in I satis es ω C = ω δ C (see [20] for more details). Thus, given an opposite diagonal function ω, the existence of a 2-copula C with opposite diagonal section ω C is guaranteed. It is also possible to de ne the opposite diagonal splice of two 2-copulas in a similar manner to that in (4) .
For a study on the best-possible bounds on sets of copulas with given opposite diagonal sections, see [58, 59] .
Construction of copulas with given diagonal and opposite diagonal sections
In this section we recall necessary and su cient conditions for a diagonal function δ ∈ D and an opposite diagonal ω ∈ O be compatible, that is, given δ and ω, the study of conditions that ensure the existence of a 2-copula C such that δ C = δ and ω C = ω. The rst steps in this study were given in [21] , where the authors study the compatibility of certain diagonal and opposite diagonal functions with the use of cross-copulas [36] and conjecture the compatibility conditions between δ and ω.
Let us consider the following assumptions: Let δ ∈ D and ω ∈ O satisfying:
From (7.a) and (7.b), it follows δ = ω . Taking this equality into account and putting t = in (7.c),
The solution to the problem comes after nding another equivalent of linear programming, and the tool used is the Farkas' lemma (see, e.g. [81] ). So we have
Theorem 9 ([15]). Let δ ∈ D and ω ∈ O satisfying (7). Then there exists a 2-copula C with diagonal section δ and opposite diagonal section ω. Moreover, C is unique if, and only if, δ(t) = δ( − t) − + t = ω(t) = ω( − t) for all t ∈ [ , / ].
Open Problem 5 ([15]). Given a diagonal function and opposite diagonal function that satisfy all the properties
that guarantee the existence of at least one copula with these functions as diagonal and opposite diagonal sections, respectively, does there exist a (pointwise) smallest (respectively, greatest) copula with these sections, and if so, can we construct this copula?
. A generalization: Track and opposite track sections
The ideas given above in this Section 5 can be applied to problems of compatibility between other types of sections that generalize both the diagonal section and the opposite diagonal section. For this purpose, some preliminary de nitions are necessary (for more details, see [43] ).
De nition 2. Let ϕ : I −→ I be an increasing homeomorphism. We say that the function δ ϕ : I −→ I is a ϕ-diagonal if it satis es the following conditions: (i) δ ϕ ( ) = , (ii) δ ϕ (t) ≤ min t, ϕ(t) for all t ∈ I, (iii) δ ϕ is non-decreasing, and (iv) δ ϕ (t ) − δ ϕ (t) ≤ |t − t| + ϕ(t ) − ϕ(t) for all t , t ∈ I.
The graph of the function ϕ given in De nition 2, G ϕ , is called track. Note that if ϕ(t) = t for all t ∈ I, then we have a diagonal function.
De nition 3. Let φ : I −→ I be a decreasing homeomorphism. We say that the function ωφ is an opposite φ-diagonal if φ( − t) − ωφ(t) is a h-diagonal, with h(t) = φ( − t) for all t ∈ I.
The graph of the function φ in De nition 3 is called opposite track. Note that for h(t) = t for all t ∈ I, the opposite φ-diagonal is an opposite diagonal.
The track section G C,ϕ of a 2-copula C is the function de ned by G C,ϕ (t) = C t, ϕ(t) for all t ∈ I, where ϕ is the function given in De nition 2. Similarly, the opposite track section ω φ,C of a copula C is the function de ned by ω φ,C (t) = C t, φ(t) for all t ∈ I, where φ is the function given in De nition 3. Note that A ϕ is the set of those vertices that constitute the fourth point of a rectangle with sides parallel to the axes, with two opposite vertices on G ϕ and a third vertex belonging to A.
De nition 5. Let ϕ : I −→ I be an increasing homeomorphism, and let φ : I −→ I be a decreasing homeomorphism. We say that φ is ϕ-dual if Gφ = (Gφ) ϕ .
The following theorem generalizes the results in [15, 21] by constructing copulas with given track and opposite track sections. 
